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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

Tag u n 9 s b e r ich t 4.7"/1979

Geometrie der Banachräume

11 • 11. bis 17. 11 • 1979

Die Tagung fand unter Leitung der Herren Charles Stegall (Linz)

und Ehrhard Behrends (Berlin) statt. Die Vorträge behandelten

verschiedene Problemkreise aus der isometrischen und isomor

phen Banachraumtheorie und deren Anwendungen, insbesondere die

lokale Theorie der Banachräume, Räume vektorwertiger Funktionen

und Integraloperatoren.

Vortragsauszüge

T.B. ANDERSEN

Relative width, extension constants and and characterization

of simplexes.

Let Q be a closed convex subset of a compact convex set K

of bounded relative width with bound N. Then each real cont

inuous affine function on Q can be extended to a continuous

affine function on K and the extension constant is less than

or equal to 2N-1 .

This 18 used to give a characterization of metrizable cornpact

Choquet simplexes: A metrizable compact convex set is a simplex

if and only if K has the positive bounded affine extension

property.
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M. CAMBERN

Problems on isometries and isomorphisms in function spaees.

Same classical results on isometries of function spaces, e.g.,

the Banach-Stone theorem for C(X) , or Lamperti's theorem for

LP-spaces, can be reviewed as consisti~g of two parts:

(1) apart relating the structure (topologieal, or measure the

oretic) of the sets upon which the functions are defined, and

(2) a deseriptive part, in which the relation obtained in (1) is

used to determine the isometry.

Moreover, it has in some instances been shown that conelusions

of type (1) may hold 'for isomorphisms more general than isome

tries.

Here, some quite recent, and yet unpublished results of this

nature for spaees of differentiable functions are discussed.

Both the isometrie case and the isomorphie case are considered.

P.G. CASAZZA

The complemented ideals in the disk algebra.

Let Adenote the disk algebra. If K is a compact subset of

the unit circle with Lebesgue measure zero, let

Ax =' {f E AI fl K E ol . The most general closed ideals in A

have the form I F =' {F f I f E~} where F 1s an inner function

continuous on the complement of K in the closed disk. A sequence

of points . {zn} in the unit disk will be called a Carleson se

quence if the measure which assigns, for each n, a mass of

1-l z n l 2 to the point zn (taking multiplicities into account)

isa Carleson measure. We have the following theorem of Casazza, e
Pengra, and Sundberg:

Theorem: A closed ideal I F in the disk algebra is complemented

if and only if Fist a Blaschke product whose zeroes form a

Carleson sequence.

This theorem gives information about the following problems:

(1) What is the norm ef the best projection ento an ideal in A?

(2) Does H~ have the approximation property?
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(3) What are the (eomplemented) ideals in H~?

(4) 15 A prLmary?

(5) Can every inner funetion be uniformly approximated by inter

polating Blasehke products?

I.B. CONWAY

The behavior of the spectrum under small perturbations.

For a separable Hilbert space H , consider the speetrum as a

function a B(H) ~ L , where ~ is the colleetion of compact

subsets of ~ with the Hausdorffmetric. Where i5 0 continuous?

For A in B(H) , let P±{A) ="{A € ~ : A - A is semi-Fredholm

and ind(A-A) * o} . Let 0te(A) (respectively, are(A» denote

the left (resp., right) spectrum of A in the quotient algebra

B(H)/BoCH), where Bo(H) is the ideal of campaet operators in

B(H) • Let a~CA) = the set of isolated eigenvalues of A having

finite multiplicity.

Theorem: a is continuous at A if, and only if, for each A in

a(A)'P±(A) and for each E > 0 , the ball B(Aj€) contains a

component of [Ole(A) n are(A)] U a~(A) .

Similar char~cterizations of the Weyl spectrum, the essential

spectrum, ale' are' 0i ' a r ' oie n are' and oe n 0r can be
obtained.

W•.J. DAVIS

The diameter of the space af n-dimensional spaces.

Let E and F be n-dimensional Banach spaces. The Banach-Mazur

distance between E and F is defined by
-1

d(E,F) = inf {II TI! 11 T 111 T:E ~ F} • If In denotes the space

of n-dimensional spaces, its Banach-Mazur diameter is unknown.

All that is known is that In S diam F Sn. There has been-n
same progress recently on distances between spaee5 with assump-

tions on their strueture. For example, symmetrie spaees, spaces

with l-unconditional bases; etc. Here, we give some positive re

sults with completely different structural assumptions. The star

ting point follows directly an argument due to N . Tomczak-
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Jaegermann:

Suppose dirn F = dim E = n and the ball of E has (n)a ex

treme points and the ball of F* has (n)a extreme points.

Then d(E,F) ~ ein logn, where e depends only on a. Another

result, similar in spirit, i5: Suppose E has cotype 2 and the

ball of F* has na extreme points. Then d(E,F) S ein 10gn2

F. DELBAEN

Dunford-Pettis property of spaces of analytic functions.

If X is a Banach space then L~ denotes the Banach space of

Bochner integrable functiona with values in X. We will show

that L~ has the Dunford-Pettis property where A in the disc

algebra, i.e. A in the Banach space of those functions which

are continuous on the circle n = {zl Izl = 1} and have vanish

ing Fourier coefficients for n < 0 . It 15 well known that the

dual of . L~ is the space of bounded measurable functions defined

on [0,1] with values in X* and weak* measurable. (We suppose

X separable). It follows that (L~) = L~*(W*) • It is also known

that every functional ~:A ~ e has a unique norm preserving ex

tension ~:C(n) ~ ~ andif ~n ~ 0 weakly in A* then the cor

responding ~n form a relatively weakly compact set in the space

of measures M(n) = e(n)* . It can be shown that ~n can be mo

dified in a descriptive way such that vn Un - An tends to

zero weakly in M(n) and ~ I = ~ . If given a sequence
n A n

I n :[0,1] ~ A* such that f n E (Ll)* and f n ~ 0 weakly then

one can find (using the above descriptive procedure) a sequence

1 [0,1] ~ M[n] such that 1 is w*-measurable and for almost
n n

all t:1n (t) IA = fn(t) and 1n (t> ~ 0 weakly. To prove that a

Banach space X has the Dunford-Pettis property it is sufficient

to observe that xri(xn ) ~ 0 as soon as x n ~ 0 weakly in X

and x~ ~ 0 weakly in X* • Jean Bourgain proved, using Riesz

products in a very clever way, that if gn ELi "tends to zero

weakly and f n i5 a uniformely bounded sequence as above then

I < gn(t), fn(t) > dt ~ 0 • In particular L~ has the Dunford

Pettis property. The same result" also gives that L1 has the

Dunford-Pettis property. Unfortunately one could not prove that

•

•
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(Ll>· also has the D.P. property.

J. DIESTEL

Some open pr?blems related to the Dun"ford:-Pett"is property.

Recall that a Banach space X has the Dunford-Pettis property

whenever given weakly null sequences (x) and (x*) in Xn n
and x* , respectively, lim x*(x) = 0 . The problems dis-n n n
cussed centered around heredity properties of Dunford-Pettis

spaces. Twe problems were discussed in same detail,namely,

which spaees are hereditarily Dunford-Pettis and for which

subspaces Y of a spaee X having the Dunford-Pettis pro

perty· can one conclude that X/Y has the Dunford-Pettis pro

perty. Indicative of the results known about the first of

these problems we cite the

Theorem: if X is hereditarily Dunford-Pettis then X en

jays the weak Banach-Saks property.

From this it fellows (with a strong helping hand from Sc;:hreier

and Bessaga-Pelczynski) that a CCK) space is hereditarily

Dunford-Pettis if and only if K 1s dispersed and the wth

derived set K(w) of K is empty.

Problem: classify the separable hereditarily Dunford-Pettis

spaces whose duals ~ separable.

The discussion regarding the seeond problem revolved about

the following simple

Theorem: If X has the Dunford-Pettis property and Y c X

has no subspace isomorphie to ~1 then X/Y has the Dunford

Pettis property.

problem: If Y i5 ~ dual subspaee of ~1- does ~1/Y have

the Dunford-Pettis property?
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R. EVANS

A generalized multipli'er -the'orem.

Motivated by the function module representation of a Banach

space we consider the relationship between continuous ernbed

dings of C(K) [K compact] into B(X) [bounded operators

on a Banach space xl and ways of representing X on K •

If f ~ Tf ' C(K) ~ B(X) is such an ernbedding then

supp(r) := n"{f-'(o) : T
f

r = ol defines a mapping of X

into the lattice of closed subsets of K possess,ing certain, e
properties of the support of continuous functions, namely:

i) supp x = ~ ~ I = 0 , ii) SUPP AX = supp r , A * 0 ,

iii)supp (~ Xi) C [U supp Xi] for all convergent series

iv) supp" x ~ G, U G2 (open) ~ :r = x 1 + x 2 ' supp x 1 ~ G1 '

supp I 2 ~ G2 and 11 x 1 11 , 11 I 2 11 s MII r 11 for a global

canstant M[= norm of f ....... T
f

] •

We prove that the converse is also true, any such represen-

tation by supports satisfying i) - iv) induces a continuous

embedding C(K) ~ B(X) which is characterised by the identity

Tf x = Ar whenever f s A on supp I • In special cases this

reduces to known multiplier theorems [e.g. Dauns-Hofmann, Elliott).

G. GIERZ

C(X)-modules and duality.

Let p: E ~ X be a bundle of Banach spaces over a compact base

space X. With r(p) we denote the Banach space of all global

continuous sections of p and with Mod f(p) we denote the to- ~

pological vector space of all continuous C(X)-module homomorphism~

from r(p) into C{X) , equipped with the topology of pointwise

convergence. Note that Mod r(p) is a C(X)-module itself, where

for f E C(X) and T E Mod r(p) the product fT is defined by

(f~) (0) = T{fo) for all a E r (p) .

Theorem: Let r(p) be separable. Then the following statements

are equivalent:

1. norm: E ~m is continuous (i.e. for all a E r(p) the map

ping x'" 11 0 (x) 11 : X .... m is continuous).

2. Mod r(p) is Ularge " in the following sense: For all x E X

and for all ~ in the dual of·the stalk Over x there is
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1\
a ~ a: r(p) ~ Mod Mod r(p) is a bijection,

theorem is used to give a description

r(p)' of r(p) as a certain tensor

Mod r(p) and M(X)

a T E Mod r(p) such that

for all a E r(p)

These conditions imply:
1\

where a(T) = T(a). This

of the t~pological dual

product over C(X) of

11 T I1 It Cl> It and T(a) (r) tP(a(x»

Y. GORDON

Random factorization of operators between Banach spaces.

Let X,Y and Z be Banach spaces, and T be a given finite 

rank operator from X to Z •

We are interested in finding best estirnates for the factorization

constant inf" {II All 11 BIl i T BA, A E L(X,Y) , B E L(Y,Z)} .
nIn the particular case when X = Z = ~2 and T=I (=identity),

this problem was considered by various authors, arnong thern

Figiel-Lindenstrauss-Milman, Lewis, and Figiel-Jaegerman. Using

Dvoretzky's theorem it was proved for exarnple that every K-convex

space Y contains uniformly complemented copies of ~~. We shall

present a new method, using probability, which enables us to get

the known results in the cases of the factorization of I:~~ ~ Y ~

Moreover, our method does not use Dvoretzky's theorem and applies,·

with exact estimates in many instances, to general Banach spaces

X,Y and Z .

P. GREIM

Isometries of LP(~,V) .

We characterize the linear isometries of LP(~,V) onto itself,

where ~ is an arbitrary positive measure and V a (real or

complex) Banach space.

The characterization is given for all separable V with trivial

LP-structure, thus generalizing results of Cambern and Sourour.

In the general separable case the influence of the LP-structure

of V on the isometries is shown quantitatively.

In the Hilbert space case we can drop separability.

The appropriate notion seems to be LP-structure. In fact, the

above results are immediate consequences of the determination

of the LP-structure of LP(~,V) .
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As a very convenient tool we use Evans' integral module repre

sentation af arbitrary Banach spaces.

Same Banach-Stone theorems are given.

K. KElMEL

Bundles, of Banach spaces' and fun'ctian Illo"du·l'es.

Abrief discussion of the following nations and their interrelation

was presented: upper semicontinuous function modules in the sense •

of Cunningham, vector fibrations in the sense of Nachbin, bundles

of Banach spaces, sheaves with values in the category of Banach

spaces, Banach space abjects in topoi. The relevance af these na

tions for functional representatians of c*-algebras and Banach

spaces was indicated. 'Details can be faund in the papers "Sheaf

theoretic cancepts in analysis: bundles and sheaves of Banach

spaces" by K.H. Hofmann and K. Keimel and "Banach spaces in cate-.

gories of sheaves" by C.W. Burden und C.J. Mulvey which appear in

a Proceedings volume "Applications of sheaves", Springer Lecture

Notes Math. 7'35 (1969).

P. KENDEROV

Dense norm cont'inuity of we'akly continu'ous mappings.

Let X be a compact or complete metric space and E be a normed

space. Suppose T:X ~ (E, weak) ist an upper semi-continuous multi

valued mapping with weakly compact and convex images. Then there

exists a dense Ga - subset A of X at every point Xo of which

the following continuity property is fulfilled: •

I
for every' t:> 0 ,there exists on·open, U c X, U 3 x ,s.t.

(cp) 0 '

whatever x
1

,x
2

E U, inf{lIe
1
-e2 11: e

i
E Tx i ,i=1,2J ~ t.

The corresponding result for mappings

is also true if every separable subspace of

dual.

T:X ~ (E*,weak*)

E has a separable

H. KöNIG

A limit case 'o"f the HaÜsdorff-Young in'e"qu'al"i'ty.

A special case of eigenvalue estimates for (p,2)-summing operators

is the following modified form of the Hausdorff-Young inequality:
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A
Let p > 2, f E L, [a,n]. Then f E 1 . (Here Lp ',_p ,CX) p,oo _

and 1 are the Lorentz spaces and p' ist the conjugate indexp,co

to p). For p=2, the eigenvalue estimates do not work and yield

only the weaker form

11 (~( j) } 11 S c (ln (n+1)) 1/2 11 f I~ (n€lN) (1)
Ijlsn 1 2 ,00 2,00

~herefore the question arises whether f E L
2

,00 implies

f E 1 2 • It is shown that the answer to this is negative and that
,00 /2

the (ln (n+1»1 -order of growth in (1) is optimal in general.

H.E. LACEY

Local structure in Banach spaee which are closed under ultrapowers.

If B i5 a class of finite dimensional Banach spaees, I a non

empty index set, and U a free ultrafilter on I , then -it is

well-known that whenever the ultrapower Xl/V has loeal struc

ture w.r.t. B, then so does X. It is shown that the converse

i5 always true when V is eountably complete and necessary and

suffieient eonditions for the converse to be true are given when

U i5 not countably eomplete. In particular, it is true when X

has Ioeal unconditional 5tructure.

or

tely many extreme points, then

(1 ) T E ext BL (x , X) (0, 1 ) , x E

(2) X (1
m m 1 3 $ EB 1 3)
1 CX) co L

1

X (1 m EB 1
3 e ED

3
co 1

... 1 1 ) L
ao

A. LlMA

Banach spaces with the 3.2. intersection property.

Suppose X is areal Banach space with dirn X < CIO • X has the

4.2. intersection property iff X is an Loo-sum of one-dim spaces

and X has the 4.3. intersection property iff X is an LCX)-sum of

one- and two-dim spaces. Moreover arecent result by Hansen and

Lima shows that X has the 3.2. interseetion property iff X can

by obtained by forming L1 - and Lao-sums of the real line. This

last structure theorem is used to show that if B(0,1) has fini-

(1) and (2) below are equivalent:

ext B(0,1) Q Tx E ext B(O,1)
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R.H. LOHMAN

Genera'l i z"ed" "Janie's' ·sp·a·c·es.

Let (Xi) _ be a normalized synunetric basis of a Banach space X,

equipped with its symmetric norm. J(xi ) is the veetor spaee of

all scalar sequences a = (ak ) , conv~rging to zero, for which

n-l
M(a) supll L (a - a )x. 11 < co where the supremum is taken

i=1 Pi +1 Pi 1

over all increasing sequences PI < ••• < Pn of positive integers.

Then (J (Xi) I M) is a Banach space whose properties will be di's- e
cussed. When (X, (xi» i5 the dual of Tsirelson' s" space or

Altshuler's space, both of which are reflexive and neither of whieh

eontain a eopy of Co or 1 , J(x.) is quasi-reflexive of order
p 1

one and contains no copy of Co or i
p

. This also gives an exam-

pIe of a Banach spaee with a nearly perfectly homogeneous basis

that does not contain Co or 1p

E.R. LORCH

On subalgebras öf 1
00

Any subalgebra of 1
00

that contains all finite sequences is iso
A

metrically isomorphie to an algebra of continuous functions C(N)
A

where N is a compactification of a discrete denumerable set N.

In such an algebra, c is the ideal of all functions whieh vanish
v A 0

on N = N - N • It is shown that for such an algebra A one has
v v

A = Co ~ B where
A

B is isometrically isomorphie to C(~) iff N

i5 a retract of N • Since in particular, any compact metric space
A v v

may be denumerably extended to the form N = NUN (where N i5 ~
V A ~

the original metric space) and since N is a retraet of N, the
A

result applies to metric algebras A = C(N)
A A A A

If G represents the group of homeomorphisms of N and if ~ € G ,
A A V V A A

then ~(N) = N and ~ -(N) = N • If ~ = ~/N ,then ~ is eompletely
A A

determined by ~ since N is dense in N . Thu5 G is isomorphie

to a group of permutations of m =' {1,2, ••• } • It can be shown that

this group is complete (all automorphisms are inner). If A is me-
v A

trie, then any homeomorphism of N can be extended to N • Thus
v

the 'qroup of homeomorphisms of N (and hence of every compact metric

space) is isomorphie to the factor group of G by the invariant sub
v

group of all homeomorphisms which leave N pointwise fixed.
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A fundamental problem of summability theory is: Given a positive

linear funetional F with assoeiated mass ~ which is concen-
v v

trated in N (i.e. ~(N) 0), ~(N) = 1 . Can F be weak* ap-

proximated by a sequenee (F
i

) where F
i

is positive and has

associated mass ~i concentrated on N, ~i(N) = 1 . For metric

algebras. this is always possible.

w. LUSKY

~ On primary simples spaees.

We construct an example .of a separable simplex space Z with non

separable dual which is primary hut which is not isomorphie to

C(~) , ~ the Cantor set, or to A(S ) , the Paulsen simplex space.
p

We give a condition for a class of simplex spaees A(S) , eontain-

ing C(~) and A(Sp) such that for any uneonditional Schauder

deeomposition A(S) = L
n=1

ED X
n

A(S) is isomorphie to one of the

factors Xn . Now, Z is an uneonditional Schauder decomposition

of Banach spaces Cn which are isomorphie to C(~) • On the other

hand the Cn are chosen in such a way that Z contains as a com

plemented subspace an example of a simplex spaee, due to Benyamini

and Lindenstrauss, which is not isomorphie to any complemented sub

space of any C(K) •

P.MANKIEWICZ

On the problem of isomeries.

~ The problem whether every surjective isometry between two linear

metric spaces is affine has not been solved yet. The following

results have be presented:

(i) if X is a l.c.t.v.s. with the strong Krein-Milrnan proper

ty then every equicontinuous group of homeomorphisms of X

which contains all translations and "minus identity" consists

of affine mappings only,

(ii) if X is a metrizable l.c.t.v.s. with the strang Krein-Milrnan

property then for ev~ry translation invariant metric d on X

inducing the topology of X, every isornetry from X,d onto

another linear metric space is affine.
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K. MUSIAL

A characterization of 'the' we'ak Ra"don-Niko"dytn prope'rty in terms

of the Lebesgu'e rne'a'sUre.

It i5 shown that if a Banach space has the weak Radon-Nikodyrn

property with respect to the Lebesgue measure then it has the

property with respect to all finite complete measure spaces.

s. NEGREPONTIS

A non-linear extens'ion, of the Amir-Lindenstrau'ss' me'thod. •.

The results have been obtained jointly with A. Tsarpalias. The main

theorem iso the following non~linear version of the Amir-Lindenstrauss

result.

Theorem: Let X be a Banach space, K a weakly compact subset of

X , whose closed linear.hull is X. Let Y be a Banach space, and

a linear operator T : X* ~ y* continuous with respect to the norm

and weakly* cantinuous. Then there i8 a set rand a function

S : T(B
X

*) ~ c~(r) weakly*-weakly continuous, one-ta-one such that

11 sT (x*) 11 :s sup 1x* (x) 1 for x* E BX*
xEK

(where Bx~ denotes the unit ball of X*) •

A.J. PACH

Recent results on girth and flatness.

Let X be a Banach space and Sx' its unit sphere.

The inner metric ~.: on SX',' is define~ by taking for ~ (r ,y) the_

infimum of the lengths of all curves in Sx connecting rand y'"

We define m(x) = info {O(.r,-r): x ES.} • Then m(x) ~ 2 and
X'

m(X) > 2 iff X i5 superreflexive (i.e. iff X has an equivalent

uniformly convex norm) (James-Schäffer 1972) • If ö(r,-r) = 2 , then

x i5 called a flat spot. If there i5 a curve in Sx connecting X

and - rand having length 2 , then this is called a girth~ ,

and X i5 called 'flat • If X is tha clo5ed span of a girth curve,

X is called completely flat •

Theorem 1: (Pach 1978) If m(X) 2, then every x * 0 is a flat

spot for some equivalent norm.

Theorem 2: (van Dulst-Pach 1979). X i5 completely flat iff X i5
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the completion of L1 [O,11 in a norm satisfying certain specific

conditions.

A. PELCZYNSKI

Factorization theorems.

Among other facts it 1s shown that there exists an n-dimensional

space K such that every factorization of the ident1ty operator

1 : L~ ~ L
1 through K has norm ~ c In where c is a uni-

n n 1
versal constant. Here Ln denotes the n-dimensional vector space• with the norm 11 x 11

1

n
1 L 1x (j) I for x = (x (1 ), x (2) , ••• , x (n) ) •
n j=1

This result improves a result due to C. Schütt.

k 1 n k
w1 < - ( LW.) für alle

n 1=1 1
und sei1k' 1 <kEJN

d(w,ß) (0 < ß < 1) behandelt, für den

zu i ist.p
Satz: Sei. p

N. POPA

Proj izierbare Un"tervektorräume und Untervektorverbände der nicht

lokal-konvexen' L'orent"zräume.

Es wurde das Problem der Existenz eines Untervektorraumes E in

E projizierbar und isomorph

n > 1 • Wenn E c d(w,ß) ein Untervektorverband ist so daß eine

positive und kontraktive Projektion P : d(w,ß} ~ E existiert,

dann ist E ein Ordnungsideal von d{w,ß), folglich ist E _ ~p

w. RUESS

Compactness and" weak c"omp'a"ctn'es's' 'in' sp'ace'so'f op·erators.

Starting point i5 the following refinement of Schauder's Theorem

on compact operators:

Given Banach spaces X and Y and u E L(X,Y), the following are

equivalent:

(i) u E K(X, Y) (ii) u* E K (y* ,X*) (iii) u* € K«y* ,bw*) ,X*)

(Here K«Y*,bw*) ,X*) denotes the space of compact linear operators

fram y* , endowed with the bounded weak*-topology, into X* , so

that (iii) means, that u* not only sends By * into something re

latively compact in X* , but even a bw*-zero neighbourhood.)
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The object of the tal~ is to use this result together with a

corresponding new representation of K(X,Y) and K*(X,Y) for

deriving unified proofs and extensions of results on

a) weak compactness in K(X,Y) (Brace/Friend, Kalton, ... )

b) compactness in K(X,Y) (Holub) and

c) the dual,af K(X,Y) (FederjSaphar) and reflexivity of L(X,Y)

(Ruckle, Holub, Kalton, .•• ) •

w. SCHACHERMEYER •
(1 ) for 9 € Lq(V)

(2) for 9 E Lq(V)

Int(k) is called

k (x, • ) E: LP ' (v) ,

Representation of in"te'gr'a'l" oper"a"tors "a"s s'um's' 'öf'Carleman 'operatörs

and orderbounded operators.

Let (x,~,~) and (Y,!,v)" be finite measure spaces and k a sca

lar valued measurable function on X x Y • We say that k defines

an" integral operator Int(k) from Lq(V) to LP(~) , if

g(-). K(x,-) E L 1
(V)

Int(g) (x) = f g(y) K(x,y)dv(y) E LP(~).
, Y

a Carleman-operator if in addition for lJ-a.e. x
" 1 . 1

where ~ + P = 1 , and Int(k)· is called order-

bounded if i t transforms orderbounded inta orderbaunded sets. Using'

theorems of L. Weiss and E. Nikishin we prove:

Theorem: Let S q S ~ , q ~ p ~ 0 and Int(k) an integral operator

from Lq(V) to LP(u) • Then we may write k as kC + k O
, such

that Int(kC) is a.Carleman operator fram Lq(v) to LP(lJ) and

Int(ko) is orderbounded from Lq(v) to Lq(~) (hence in particular

from Lq(v) to L~(~» •

If q > 1 we may choose this representation such that Int Ikol

is a compact operator from LqCv) to Lq(~) of arbitrarily srnall

norm.

By same examples we show that in the case q < p the theorem need

not to hold and also that for q = 1 the second part of the theorem

need not to hold.
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c. SCHUTT

Projection eonstants of symmetrie Banach spaces.

The projection constant of an n-dimensional Banach space E is

given by

ACE) = inf{ 11 p 11 IP E L (i
CO

,E), P is projection}

•
and the isomorphie distance between two n-dimensional Banach spaces

by

d{E,F) = inf{1I 111 11 1-1 11 1 I E L(E,F) , I is isomorphism} .

An outline for the proof of the inequality

d(E,t:> ~ c(lo92 A(E»7/2 A(E)

its

and

. }n
and {ei i=lE

min max
l~R.~n n

pk~n

n
{ei }i=l denotes a symmetrie basis ofwhere

for symmetrie spaces is given. It is pointed out that A(E)

d(E,i~) are up to same power of 1092 A(E) proportional to

k R,le 11 Lei 11 11 Lei 11
i=l i=l

dual basis. Relationships to the hypergeometrie distribution are

observed.

A.R. SOUROUR

Isometries of certain spaees of H·ilbert space ·operators.

Let I be a symmetrie norm ideal of operators on Hilbert space ether

than the Hilbert Schrnidt class.

Theorem: A linear map T:I ~ I is an isemetry of I onto I if and

only if there exist unitary operators U and V such that

T(X) = U X V or L(X) = U xt V , where Xt is the transpose of X

relative to a fixed orthonormal basis.

The ~roof proceeds by first showing that a linear rnap n on I is

hermitian (i.e., the nurnerical range of n is real, or equivalenty

in generates a one-parameter group of isoroetries) if and only if

there exist self-adjoint operators A and B such that n(X) AX +XB.

Next, we use the fact that TnT- 1 roust be hermitian whenever n is
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hermitian to show that L is the product of the left multipli

cation by a unitary and a map a which lifts to a *-automorphism

or a *-antiautomorphism of B(H) •

N. TOMCZAK-JAEGERMANN

Computing 2-summing norm with few vectors.

For any 2-summing operator u: X ~ Y(X,Y Banach spaces) we de-

fine the sequence of ideal norms of u, which converges to TI 2 (U):

for every positive integer n ~~n) (u) 1s the smallest number C 4It
such that inequality

2 1/2
( 1: 11 ux j 11) S C e

2 1/2
sup (I: I (x*, y 0 ) I )

11 x* 1"1 x* :S1 J

holds for all sequences x1 , ... ,xn in X.

Of. course 1im TI~n) (u) = TI 2 (u). ~n many situations which oeeur in
n~

the local theory of Banach spaces rather the norms TI~n) (e) than

1T
2

(e) are used.

(n)Theorem: If rank u = n , then TI 2 (u) ~ 2TI 2 (u) •

We also introduce similar gradations for the type.2 and cotype 2

constants of a Banach space X. For every positive number n I

K(2,n) (X) and K~~~ (X) are the smallest positive numbers such

that the following inequalities hold

1
1/2 J . 2 1/2 1/2

1 (1:11 x]oI12) S ( 11 r r]o(t) x
J
.1I dt) :S_K(2,n) (X)-(rll X,]oI12) •

K (n) (X)
(2) 0

for all sequences x
1

, ••• ,xn in X • There rj(e)

Rademacher function on <0,1> (j=1,2, ••• ,n) •

Theorem: Let X be a normed space, dirn X = n .

Then

denotes the j-t~

K(2) (X) s 2 K~~~ (X) ,

where K(2;n) (X) , K~~~ (X) denote the type 2 and cotype 2 constants

of X.
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s. TROYANSKI

On equivalent norms in reflexive spaces.

An example is given of a reflexive Banach space which fails to

have either an ~quivalent norm that is uniformly convex in every

direction or equivalent norm that is uniformly differentiable in

every direction.

J.J. UHL, Jr.

... Weak compactness in L~(p,X).

Let X. and y be B-spaces and let (0,1:,1.1) be a finite measure

space. If T Y .. L~ (lJ ,X) is a weakly compact operator, then there·

exists a function 9 : n .. L(X,Y) such that

Ty(· ) = (.) (y)

for all y in Y. If X has the Schur property., then -g can be

taken to be measurable for the operator norm. As a consequence of

this and. factorization, it i5 shown that if X has the Schur pro

perty, and W =L~(.lJ,X) i5 weakly compact, .then for each e: > 0

there is a set A in I: with lJ(O'A) < e: such that XA_W is

a norm compact subset af L~(lJ,X) • (These results were abtained

in joint work with Professor Kevin T. Andrews.)

L. WEIS

A change of density result with applications 'ta int'egral Opera"tors.

Let T: Lp(O,L,lJ) .. Lp(Q,L,lJ) be an. order - bounded. operator"

(O,I:,lJ) a a-finite measure. space.Then, after an appropriate .change

of density, T acta as a bounded operator in all L -spaces. More
q

precisely: There exits a strictly positive g, fg dlJ = I , such

that ~ T ~-1 L (v) .. Lq(V) for all 1 S q S where dv = 9 dlJ
P P q

and ~ (f) f· g-1/P is an isometry from Lp(lJ) ento L (v) .
P . P

We use this, to give simple proofs to recent characterizations of

integral operators, due te Bukhvalov and Schachermayer and a more

direct proof to a result of Maurey, König, Johnson and Retherford:

!e!lk(s,t) Ipl dt)P/P' ds < ~ implies that the induced operator

has p-summing eigenvalues for p ~ 2 •

Another consequence: Every integral operator T
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has nice compact restrietions: for every E > 0 there exists

an E E L with p(n-E) S E such that PET is order - bounded

and compa~t. This implies for example that every such integral

operator factors through ~p

Berichterstatter: Ehrhard Behrends

•
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